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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1970 and 1974, Hahn and PGtter [1,2] showed that if f is a compact continuous single-valued 
function of a closed neighborhood W of 0 in the admissible topological vector space E into E 
such that for each z E dW, f(z) = QZ implies a 5 1, then f has a fixed point. In 1973, this 
result was proven by Hahn and Riedrich [3] using the concept of degree on compact vector fields 
in admissible topological vector spaces. They applied it to nonlinear integral equations in the 
spaces P(O, 1) for 0 < p < 1 and S(0, l), see [l-3]. In 1976, Hahn [4] proved the existence of fixed 
points and eigenvalues of compact upper semicontinuous multimaps in locally convex topological 
vector spaces. In 1978, Hahn [5] gave a simple proof of results of the Leray-Schauder theory for 
compact vector fields in topological vector spaces. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the Leray-Schauder theory to the class of compact 
approachable multimaps with star-shaped values in topological vector spaces making no use of 
degree theory. To this end, we first give a homotopy extension theorem for compact approachable 
vector fields with star-shaped values in topological vector spaces which reduces to the well-known 
Granas’s homotopy extension theorem [6] f or compact vector fields in Banach spaces, where 
convexity of the involved values in the theorem can be replaced by star-shapedness, see [5]. Then 
we apply it to prove the existence of fixed points of compact approachable multimaps with star- 
shaped values in topological vector spaces. The main result has many consequences, for example, 
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the Birkhoff-Kellogg Theorem, see [4,5]. Moreover, with the help of approximation theorems, we 
show the existence of eigenvalues of compact approachable multimaps in topological vector spaces 
whose proof is based on the corresponding result for a finite-dimensional topological vector space 
without appeal to topological degree. For single-valued functions, see [1,2]. 
Throughout this paper, all topological vector spaces are assumed to be real and Hausdorff. For 
brevity, locally convex topological vector spaces are called locally convex spaces. The boundary, 
the closure and the convex hull of a set A in a topological space E are denoted by dA, 2, and 
co A, respectively. 
A m&map (simply, a map) F : X ---o Y is a function from a set X into the collection of all 
nonempty subsets of a set Y. A map F : X -O Y between topological spaces X and Y is said to 
be closed if its graph ((5,~) E X x Y : y E F(z)} is closed in X x Y, and compact if its range 
F(X) is contained in a compact subset of Y. F is said to be upper semicontinuous on X if for 
any open subset V of Y, the set {z E X : F(s) C V} is open in X. 
Let Y be a topological space and Z a subset of a topological-vector space E. Let s(Z) denote 
a collection of all nonempty star-shaped subsets of 2. A map F : Y -+ s(Z) is said to be 
approachable if for any neighborhood V of 0 in E there exist a finitcdimensional subspace Ev 
of E and a closed compact map Fv : Y --+ s(Z) such that Fv(z) c Ev and Fv(z) c F(s) + V 
for all z E Y. 
For the case of the collection c(Z) of all nonempty convex subsets of 2, the approachability is 
defined in the same way, see [S]. 
A nonempty subset X of a topological vector space E is said to be admissible in the sense of 
Klee [7] provided that for every compact subset K of X and for every neighborhood V of the 
origin 0 in E, there exists a continuous function h : K + X such that z - h(z) E V for all z E K 
and h(K) is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace L of E. If X = E, then the topological 
vector space E is called admissible, see [2]. 
Note that every closed compact map F : Y -+ c(Z) is approachable if Y is a closed subset 
of a locally convex space E and 2 is a convex subset of E, see Lemma 3. If Y is a topological 
space and Z is an admissible subset of a topological vector space E, then any compact continuous 
single-valued function f : Y --+ 2 is approachable. 
2. APPROXIMATION AND 
HOMOTOPY EXTENSION THEOREMS 
In this section, we first consider a few of approximation theorems including a finite-dimensional 
approximation which play a fundamental role in the fixed-point theory for compact maps, see [4]. 
Next, a basic tool for our purpose is the homotopy extension theorem of Grants for compact 
approachable vector fields in topological vector spaces, see [S]. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a topological vector space, Y a subset of E, and X a subset of Y such that 
X is closed in E. Let F : Y ---o E be a closed compact map and a, b E W with a I b. Then 
M := {z E E : z = 2 - Xy,z E X,X E [a, b],y E F(z)} is closed in E. 
PROOF. Let u E a. Then there are a net (z~)~EJ in X, a net (Xj)jE~ in [a, b] and a net (yj)jE~ 
in E with yj E F(zj) such that x~j - Xjyj -t u. By the compactness of [a, b] and F(Y), we may 
suppose that Xj + X and yj -t w for some X E [a, b] and for some v E F(Y). Since X is closed 
in E and F has closed graph, we have xj = xj - Xjyj + Xjyj 4 U+XV E X and SO w E F(u+XTJ). 
Since X E [a, b] and ‘u. = (u + Xv) - XV, we conclude by definition of M that u E M. Therefore, 
M is closed in E. This completes the proof. i 
LEMMA 2. Let E be a topological vector space, Y a subset, of E and X a subset of Y such that X 
is closed in E, and let a, b E R with a 5 b. Let C be a collection of maps G : Y ---o E for which 
there exist an x0 E X and a X0 E [a, b] such that x0 E XoG(xo). Suppose that F : Y --o E is a 
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closed compact map such that for any neighborhood V of 0 in E there exists a map Fv E C such 
that Fv(x) c F(z) + V for all z E Y. Then F belongs to C. 
PROOF. We assume that F q! C. Then 0 $Z z - XF(s) for all 2 E X and X E [a,b]. Set 
M = u{z - AF(z) : z E X,X E [a,b]}. By L emma 1, there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in E 
such that M f~ U = 0. Now let m = max(]a], lb]). Ch oose a balanced neighborhood V of 0 in E 
such that mV c U. By hypothesis, there is an Fv E C such that Fv(s) c F(s) + V for all 
x E Y. Hence, there exist zv E X, yv E Fv(zv), and AV E [a,b] such that xv = Xvyv. Since 
yv - zv E V for some zv E F(zv), it follows that 
xv - Xvzv = Avyv - Xvzv E XvV C mV C U, 
and hence, xv - XVZV @ M. This is a contradiction to the definition of M. Consequently, F E C. 
This completes the proof. I 
LEMMA 3. Let E be a topological vector space, A a closed subset of E, B a convex subset of E, 
and F : A + c(B) a closed compact map. Then for any convex symmetric closed neighborhood 
V of 0 in E, there exist a finite-dimensional subspace Ev of E and a closed compact map 
Fv : A --+ c(B) such that Fv(x) c F(x) + V for all 2 E A and Fv(A) c Ev. 
PROOF. Let V be any convex symmetric closed neighborhood of 0 in E. Choose a compact 
subset C of B such that F(A) c C. Then there exists a finite subset {yr, . . . , yn} of C such that 
F(A) c UzI(yi + V). Set Kv := co{yl,. . . ,yn} and Ev := span{yr,. . .,yn}. Then Kv is a 
compact convex subset of Ev and Ev is a finitedimensional subspace of E. 
Let a map Fv : A -O B be defined by Fv(x) := [F(x) + V] rl Kv for x E A. Then for each 
x E A, Fv(x) is nonempty and convex. Since {yr , . . . , yn} c B and B is convex, we have Kv c B 
and so Fv(A) c B. Since Fv(A) is contained in the compact subset KV of Ev, Fv is compact. 
To show that Fv is a closed map, let (x,) be a net in A and (ya) a net in Fv(z,) such that 
(z~, ya) converges to (x, y). Then ya = Z, + war where ya E Kv,~, E F(xa), and V, E V. By 
the compactness of C, we may suppose that Z~ + z. Since V is closed, F is closed and y E Kv, 
it follows that v = lim, u, = y -Z E V, and hence, y = E +V E (F(x) + V) f~ Kv = Fv(x). Thus, 
Fv is closed. This completes the proof. I 
LEMMA 4. (See [S, Theorem 71.) Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a locally convex space 
E and F : X -O X an upper semicontinuous map with closed acyclic values. Xf F is compact, 
then F has a fixed point. 
Let E be a topological vector space and X, Y, and 2 three subsets of E such that X c Y c 
2 c E. CA(Y, s(2)) denotes the collection of compact vector fields f = I - F : Y + s(E) such 
that F : Y 4 s( 2) is a closed compact approachable map. Let CAe(Y, s(Z), X) be the collection 
of all vector fields from CA(Y, s(Z)) that has no zero values on X. 
Two maps f,g E CAo(Y,s(Z),X) are said to be homotopic in CAe(Y, s(Z), X) if there exists 
a closed compact approachable map H : Y x [0, I] -+ s(Z) such that y - H(y,O) = f(y), y - 
H(y, 1) = g(y) for y E Y, and z 9 H(x, t) for (x, t) E X x [O,l]. 
The following proposition is a generalization of [5, Satz l] for compact approachable vector 
fields with star-shaped values in topological vector spaces which reduces to Granas’s homotopy 
extension theorem for compact vector fields in Banach spaces. 
PR;OPOSITION 1. Let E be a topological vector space, Z a closed subset of E, Y a subset of Z 
and X a closed subset of Y. Let f E CAe(Y, s(Z), Y) and g E CAo(Y, s(Z), X) be compact vector 
fields such that and are homotopic in go = g]x has an 
go E CAo(Y, a(Z),Y). M oreover, @c f are homotopic in , Y) . 
PROOF. By hypothesis, there exists a closed compact approachable map HO : Y x [0, l] --t s(Z) 
such that y-Ho(y, 0) = f(y), y-Ho(y, 1) = g(y) for y E Y, and z $ Ho(z, t) for (x, t) E Xx [0, 11. 
A set YO := {y E Y : y E Ho(y, s) for some s E [O,l]} is a compact subset of Y. Since E is 
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completely regular and Y0 n X = 0, there is a continuous function ~ : Y ~ [0, 1] such that 
A(x) = 0 for x E Y0 and )~(x) = 1 for x E X. 
Let a map H : Y x [0, 1] --* s(Z) be defined by H(y,t )  := Ho(y,A(y)t). Then H is clearly 
a closed compact approachable map. Further, y - H(y, O) = y - H0(y, O) = f(y)  for y E Y, 
and x-H(x ,  1) = x-H0(x ,A(x ) )  = g(x) for x E X. Hence, amap~ : Y - -o  Z defined by 
~(y) := y - H(y, 1) is an extension of gtx and ~ E CA(Y, s(Z)). Moreover, y ([ H(y, t) for all 
(y, t) E Y x [0, 1]. In fact, if Yo E Ho(Yo, So) for some Y0 E Y and so E [0, 1], then Y0 E Y0 and 
so A(y0) = 0, and hence, 0 E f(Yo) which is a contradiction to the fact that f has no zero values 
on Y. Therefore, we conclude that ~ E CAd(Y, s(Z), Y),  and two maps ~, f are homotopic in 
CAo(Y, s(Z), Y).  This completes the proof. | 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a topological vector space, W a closed neighborhood of 0 in E, 
anti K a closed convex subset of E with 0 E K. Then f = IIown g has no extension ] E 
CAo(W n K, s(K), W N K). 
PROOF. Assume that there exists an extension ] = I - F E CAo(W n K, s(K), W n K)  of f .  
Then F : W N K --* s(K) is a closed compact approachable fixed-point-free map and F(x)  = {0} 
for x E OW n K. Let a map G : K --* s(K) be defined by 
F(x),  fo rxEKNW,  
G(x) := {0), for x E g \ W. 
Then G is a closed compact map and x (g G(x) for all x E K. Hence ' there are a neighborhood 
V of 0 in E such that Ix - G(x)] n V = 0 for all x E K,  a finite-dimensional subspace Ev  of E 
and a closed compact map Gv : K --* s(K) such that Gy(x)  c Ev  and Gy(x)  c G(x) + V for 
all x E K. 'Since [x - G(x)] n V -- 0 for all x E K, it is easy to check that x ~ Gy(x)  for all 
x E K. On the other hand, a map Go = GVIKAE, : KNEv  --o KNEv is a closed compact map 
with star-shaped values. By Lemma 4, Go has a fixed point which is a contradiction because Gv 
is fixed-point-free. This completes the proof. | 
3.  F IXED POINTS OF  COMPACT 
APPROACHABLE MULT IMAPS 
Applying the homotopy extension theorem for compact vector fields, we prove the existence 
of fixed points and eigenvalues of compact approachable multimaps in topological vector spaces. 
In particular, we give the Birkhoff-Kellogg Theorem for compact approachable multimaps with 
star-shaped values in normed spaces. 
The following main theorem for compact approachable multimaps with star-shaped values in 
topological vector spaces includes many of known results, for instance, [5, Satz 7]. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a topological vector space, W a closed neighborhood of O in E, and K a 
convex dosed subset of E with 0 E K. Let F : W n K ~ s( K)  be a closed compact approachable 
map such that fix (~ F(x) for all x E OWN K and fl > 1. Then F has a fixed point. 
PROOF. Assume that F is fixed-point-free on W N K. By hypothesis, x ~ ~F(x) for all x E 
OWn K and fl E [0, 1]. Let a map H:  (W n K) x [0, 1] -~ s(K) be defined by H(x, t) := tF(x)  
for (x,t) E (Wt3K)  x [0,1]. Then for each (x,t) E (WNK)  x [0,1], s inceF(x)  C K iss tar -  
shaped and K is the convex set containing 0, H(x, t) is a star-shaped subset of K.  Clearly, H 
is a closed compact map and x ~ H(x, t) for all (x, t) E (OWn K) x [0, 1]. To show that H is 
approachable, let V be any neighborhood of 0 in E. Then there exist a balanced neighborhood 
U of 0 in E with U + U C V, a finite-dimensional subspace Ev  of E and a closed compact 
map Fv : W N K -~ s(K) such that Fv(x)  C Ev  and Fv(x)  C F(x)  + U for all x E W n K. 
Setting Hv : (W n K)  x [0, 1] - .  s(K) by Hv(x , t )  := tFv(x)  for (x,t) E (W n K)  x [0, 1], we 
have Hv(x , t )  C Ev  and Hv(x , t )  C tF(x)  + tU C H(x, t )  + U C H(x, t )  + V. Thus, H is an 
approachable map. 
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Now IlwnK and Ilwn~-F are homotopic in CAo(WnK,s(K),dWnK). Since IjwnK-F E 
CA,,(W n K, s(K), W n K), by Proposition 1, the vector field go = IlawnK has an extension 
3. E CAo(W n K, s(K), W n K). This contradicts Proposition 2. This completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY 1. (See [2, Hauptsatz 21.) Let E be a topological vector space, W a closed neighbor- 
hood of 0 in E, and K an admissible convex closed subset of E with 0 E K. Let f : W n K + K 
be a compact continuous single-valued function such that for each x E 8W n K, f(x) = (YX 
implies CY 5 1. Then f has a fixed point. 
PROOF. Since K is an admissible subset of E, the compact continuous function f is approachable 
and closed. Apply Theorem 1. I 
With the help of approximation theorems, we show the existence of eigenvalues of compact 
approachable multimaps in topological vector spaces whose proof is baaed on the corresponding 
result for a finite-dimensional space without using topological degree, see [4, Satz 31. Here we 
follow the method of proof in [l] for single-valued functions. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a finite-dimensional topological vector space, W a closed neighborhood 
of 0 in E, and F : W + c(E) a closed compact map. If F is fixed-point-free, then there exist an 
z E dW and an X E (0,l) such that x E XF(x). 
PROOF. Since E is a finite-dimensional topological vector space and so locally convex, Lemma 3 
implies that F is approachable. Since every convex subset of E is star-shaped, Theorem 1 is 
applicable. I 
THEOREM 3. Let I$ be a topological vector space, W a closed neighborhood of 0 in E and 
F : W + c(E) a closed compact approachable map. If F is tied-point-free, then there exist an 
x E dW and an (Y > 1 such that (YZ E F(z). 
PROOF. Suppose that k is a closed compact approachable fixed-point-free map. Let V be any 
neighborhood of 0 in E. Then there exist a finite-dimensional subspace Ev of E and a closed 
compact map Fv : W -+ c(E) such that Fv(W) c Ev, Fv(z) c F(z) + V and z $ Fv(x) 
for all x E W. Hence, WV := W n Ev is a closed neighborhood of 0 in Ev. We consider 
&, = Fvlwv : WV --t c(Ev). Then l% is a closed compact map having no fixed points. By 
Theorem 2, there are XV E &WV and XV E (0,l) such that zv E XV&(XV), where &WV 
denotes the boundary of WV in Ev. Note that &WV c aW. Thus, we have shown the existence 
of an XV E 3W and a AV E (0,l) with xv E XvFv(zv). By Lemma 2, there exist an ~0 E bW 
and a X0 E [0, l] such that x0 E XoF(xo). Since 0 g! aW and x0 # F(Q), it is clear that X0 # 0 
and X0 # 1. With (~0 = l/X0 > 1, the conclusion follows. This completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY 2. (See [4, Satz 11.) Let E be a locally convex space and W a closed neighborhood 
of 0 in E. Let F : W -+ c(E) be a closed compact map such that /Ix # F(x) for all x E aW and 
p > 1. Then F has a iixed point. 
PROOF. Apply Theorem 3 since F is approachable by Lemma 3. I 
COROLLARY 3. (See (1, Theorem].) Let E be an admissible topological vector space, W a closed 
neighborhood of 0 in E, and f : W ---) E be a compact continuous fixed-point-f&? single-v&l& 
function. Then there exist an x E aW and a X E (0,l) such that x = Xf (x). 
Using the following theorem as a generalization of [4, Satz 61, we extend the classical Birkhoff- 
Kellogg Theorem to the case of compact approachable multimaps with star-shaped values in 
normed spaces. See [9]. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a infinite-dimensional normed space and W a shrinkable, radially 
bounded, closed neighborhood of the origin 0 in E. Let F : E \ W + s(E) be a closed compact 
approachable map such that 0 6 F(BW) and ox @ F(x) for all x E ?IW and p E (0,l). Then F 
has a fixed point. 
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PROOF. Making use of Theorem 1, we can verify our result along the basic line of proof of Satz 
6 in [4], where convexity can be replaced by star-shapedness. m 
THEOREM 5. Let E be a infinite-dimensional normed space and B a closed ball with the center 
at the origin 0 in E. Let F : dB -+ s(E) be a closed compact approachable map such that 
0 9 F(6’B). Then there exist an z E dB and a X > 0 such that AZ E F(z). 
PROOF. Let m be the Minkowski-functional of B and a map G : E \ B --+ s(E) defined by G(z) := 
F(s/m(z)) for x E E \ B. Then G is a closed compact approachable map since F is a closed 
compact approachable map and CC H (z/m(z)) is continuous on E \ B. There are two cases to 
consider. If G has a fixed point 50, then ~0 E F(zs/m(q,)) or m(zo) . [~O/mh)l E F(zo/m(zo)). 
Since m(zo) > 0 and zo/m(zo) E dB, the conclusion follows. Now suppose that G has no fixed - - 
points. Since 0 $2 F(dB) = G(BB), by Theorem 4, there exist an zo E dB and a X,-J E (0,l) such 
that Xozo E G(Q). From m(zo) = 1 it follows that Xorco E G(Q) = F(Q). This completes the 
proof. I 
COROLLARY 4. (See [IO, p. ISO].) Let E be a infinite-dimensional normed space and B a closed 
unit ball in E. Let f : dB -+ E be a compact continuous single-valued function such ‘that 
0 $ f(aB). Then there exist an ZE E dB and a X > 0 such that f(z) = AX. 
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